A mosquito whined around my head and I raised a cautious hand as it settled on my cheek—missed. A moment later it was back with several companions. I sighed as the sweat ran off me in rivers. The closest turkey stretched out on its side and fluttered its wings in the leaf trash. None of the rest of the flock moved. I watched the clouds and cursed all turkeys and all clouds and all biting insects. After a long, hot morning I’d finally found the turkeys just as the sun disappeared behind heavy clouds that made photographing them impossible but which didn’t relieve the heat at all.

Wild turkeys. Ocellated turkeys (\textit{Meleagris ocellata}), are far more beautiful than their North American relatives, seemingly made of copper and bronze inlaid with jade, their heads carved of lapis lazuli and covered with coral bumps. But now they sprawled in the heat, their gorgeous plumage in eclipse in the deep shade, totally unaware that beneath them lay the ruins of a long-dead civilization. Ocellated turkeys have a limited range, existing only in a small area of southern Mexico, northeastern Guatemala and northwestern Belize. Two thousand years ago the Mayans lived in this area and today the best place to see wild ocellated turkeys is in the Tikal National Park in Peten, Guatemala, site of one of the greatest Mayan religious centers. Unfortunately, Dr. Leopold Starker’s assumption, in \textit{Wildlife Of Mexico, The Game Birds And Mammals} (1959), that these turkeys would increase as forest lands were cleared for milpa agriculture, has not proved true. While ocellated turkeys do like semi-open areas and do eat corn, (as well as fruits, insects, succulent vegetation and other seeds) they are shot out as soon as farmers move into an area. Like their relatives, the North American wild turkeys, they are excellent eating and are heavily hunted throughout their small range except in the few protected parks like Tikal.

A spot of sun moved across the jungle or six spellbound females. He drags first and I grabbed for the camera, panicking the surrounding horde of mosquitoes. The vegetation around the natural opening where the turkeys were resting was so heavily shadowed that my light meter was still not happy despite the sunlight that glinted off the turkeys. As I approached, first one and then another rose to their feet and began to walk away. In a minute or so all that showed in the viewfinder was turkey tails. Fortunately, two of the fourteen birds stopped for a last look at the intruder just before the jungle shadows engulfed them. Then only shadows amongst the shadows moved occasionally to betray their presence. I wiped the sweat out of my eyes and headed back to the Jaguar Inn for a very late lunch.

The North American wild turkey and the ocellated are the only two turkeys in the world. Ocellated turkeys are roughly two thirds the size of North American turkeys, the males weighing up to eleven pounds and the females to six and a half. They lack the chest tuft of the North American species and the bare skin of their heads is blue instead of red. Male ocellated turkeys have no wattles, but rather, large blue knobs on top of their head which are covered in coral-red bumps and protuberances, as are the rest of their heads. The majority of the ocellated’s feathers are iridescent copper, bronze, green and blue except for the tail feathers which are silver-gray with large iridescent eye spots at the end of each feather. These eye spots give the birds their name. The females are somewhat less spectacular but can still put most birds to shame.

These magnificent birds begin to court by the end of February or early March. The height of their courting season is in March and eggs are laid primarily in April, though one may occasionally see a male strutting and displaying as late as May or early June. At Tikal National Park, where they have learned that people won’t shoot them, they will continue their performance even when a person is present, provided the person remains quiet. And it is well worth keeping a mosquito away as he nearly always picks an
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years in a large forest area where they were previously common. As hunting pressure in the area would not seem sufficient to explain their loss, there is speculation that one or another chicken-borne disease may have been introduced into the population. Wild ocellated turkeys will occasionally come in and feed with flocks of barnyard chickens on the more remote farms in Belize if they are unmolested. In time this may prove more fatal for the species than uncontrolled hunting.

The first time I saw an ocellated turkey, it was from a landrover as it was fighting its way along a very bad Forestry Dept. track back behind the Maya Mountains where the pines had given way to hardwoods again. (In Belize the mountain vegetation is prescribed, not by altitude, which never rises above 4,000 ft., but by the underlying rock: where the basic rock is granite, we have pine trees; where limestone overlies the granite, we have tropical hardwood forest, more popularly known as jungle.) It was an hour or two before sunset and we were hurrying, trying to get off the worst of the track before dark. We topped a small rise and there was a female turkey and three young turkeys, about a third her size, standing in the track. She flew up the bank and disappeared from sight in the dense undergrowth at the edge of the track. Her babies followed her, scrambling up where their mother had flown. As the first two vanished, three more materialized out of the shadows onto the road. We counted eleven young turkeys before we started up again, thinking they were all across, when two more darted out virtually under our wheels. I'll remember them when I'm ninety.

Since that first view, some 17 years ago, I've been privileged to see our small, brilliant wild turkey many times on many backroad and hiking trips. That sudden burst of color as they rise is something I never quite expect—they can't really be that stunning—but they are every time. But I don't see them as often as I used to, and the future looks non-existent for them. Large tasty birds in a small range where they are protected inadequately, if at all—the remaining ocellated turkeys are going to need a lot of help if they are to continue to survive, and so far that help has not been forthcoming, partly because these birds are so little known. They aren't even on the Red Data list yet and may well be extinct before anyone worries about them.